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Abstract

We analyse new aspects of the dynamics of a model consisting in
a bouncing ball falling down a staircase profile with the only action
of the gravity. We give numerical evidence of a fractal structure in
the parameter space. This complex behaviour is also supported by a
bifurcation analysis showing an autosimilar bifurcation scheme.
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1 Introduction

In the context of dynamical systems, fractals are associated to complex be-
havior, and it is generally understood that integrable systems can not sup-
port fractal structures. Typically, fractals in mechanical systems appears
as global attractors of a given Poincaré section (like in the forced pendu-
lum, which is maybe the first example exposed in most of the introductory
courses) or as the basin of attraction of a given equilibrium (the well-known
"Wada lakes" [6, 8, 10]). Our purpose in this paper is to investigate a fractal
structure hidden in an apparently simple impact model yet studied in [1].
This fractal appears in the parameter plane as the region of parameters that
characterize the existence of a spedal type of solutions, the so-called períodíc
slídíng solutíons. The appearance of fractal patterns in parameter spaces is
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an interesting nonlinear phenomenon yet stuclied in difIerent contexts (see
for instance [3, 4, 5, 9]).

The model under consideration consists in a bouncing ball falling down
a staircase profile with the only action of gravity, as shown in Fig. 1. If the
length and height of the steps are a and b respectively, then the motion is
ruled by

x"(t) = O
}

.

[

X(t)

]y"(t) = -g, lf y(t) > -aE b (1)

y'(t+) = -ey'(r) if y(t) = -aE [x~t)] (2)

where E[x] is the integer part of x and 9 is the gravity constant. System
(1) models the simple parabolic fiight between impacts .and (2) rules the
change of velocity in each partially elastic impacto The number e E (0,1)
is the coefficient of restitution. As a whole, we have an impact system that
is piecewise integrable. This model is closely related to those studied in
[13, 14, 15], which exhibit a regular behavior, and also to the problem of
a bouncing ball on an oscillating table [7, 11, 12], where chaotic dynamics
appears as a consequence of the external forcing.

As it is pointed out in [1], a trivial rescalling permits to take a = b = 1
without losing generality. Besides, we can fix 9 = 1 with a time rescalling
(or equivalently, an adequate choice of the units of measure). With these
considerations, the system is reduced to

x"(t) = O
}y"(t) = -1, if y(t) > -E [x(t)] (3)

y'(t+) = -ey'(r) if y(t) = -E [x(t)]. (4)

Note that the horizontal motion of he particle is not affected by the impacts
so it is smooth and uniform, that is, x(t) = ut + Xo, where Xo is the first
component of the initial position and u is the (constant) horizontal velocity.

One of the most important features of this model is the possibility of an
accumulation of impacts. To understand this, let us think in a ball bouncing
on a fiat ground (which correspond to the limit b = Oin our model (1)-(2)).
Then, th~ time between two consecutive impacts follows a geometric law and
every solution stops at some finite time ts. Now, the usual way to continue
the solution is taking y(t) ==O when t > ts. This means that the particle
sticks the fioor after infinitely many impacts. In the general staircase model,
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Figure 1: The staircase model

there are solutions that find its stopping time after bouncing infinite many
times on the same step, later, the particle slides until the next border and
jumps to the next one with vertical velocity equal to zero. Such solutions
are called sliding solutions.

In order to describe the geometry of the solutions we will introduce some
terminology. Between two consecutive impacts, a solution jumps a given
number of steps (maybe zero). Such a number will be refereed as a jump
number. On the other hand, the number of impacts in a given step is called
the impact number of this step. The list of jump numbers of a given solution is
its associated word. Clearly, an accumulation of impacts should be performed
in the same step, so its associate word would have an infinite sequence of
zeroes. We will collapse this into 000, and refer to it as an accumulation
tail. Therefore, sliding solutions are characterized by the presence of an
accumulation tail. Of course, after an accumulation tail there has to be a
nonzero jump number. Taking into account the uniform movement in the
horizontal variable x, we will say that a solution is periodic if the height with
respect to the stair is periodic, that is, if y(t) + E(ut) is a periodic function.
A periodic solution is described by a finite word. In this paper, we are mainly
interested in the periodic solutions of sliding type and more concretely in the
descripiÍon of the region in the parameter plane e - u where such solutions
anse.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we find the explicit ex-
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pression of an adequate Poincaré map and use it to give a sufficient condition
for non-sliding. This Poincaré map is used in Section 3 to analyze the set of
parameters (e, u) where periodic sliding solutions exist, obtaining a fractal
structure that is the center of our work. Finally, Section 4 provides a bi-
furcation analysis, obtaining for small values of the restitution coefficient e
a regular scheme of discontinuity-induced bifurcations, whereas for e large a
complicated autosimilar bifurcation scheme arises.

2 The Poincaré map.

In order to get a better knowledge about the dynamical system we will go
to define a Poincaré map. This will allow us a good way to build efficient
iterative algorithms in the forthcoming sections. Roughly speaking, this
Poincaré map measures the relative height and velocity at fixed times T = 1.,u

corresponding to the pass of the trajectory over the border of each step (see
Fig.2). Mathematically, the Poincaré map P : [1,+00) x iR -t [1,+00) x iR
is the operator defined as

P(yo, Vo) = (y(T) + 1,y'(T+)),

being y(t) the corresponding solution of (3)-(4) that satisfies y(O) = Yo,

y'(O+) = Vo. The aim of this section is to find the explicit expression of P.
For that, it is necessary to know if the solution slides on a given step or on
the contrary the finite number of impacts on the step. In order to obtain
this information, we will calculate the impact time sequence and investigate
its convergence. As a consequence, we will obtain an explicit condition for
sliding as well as the exact number of impacts in a given step.

For a given (Yo,vo) E [1,+00) x iR, the solution until the first impact is
y(t) = -~ + vot + Yo. If this first impact occurs in the immediate step, the
impact time is

tl=vo+vv6+2yo,

with position and velocity given by

YI = y(tl) = O,

VI= y'(ti) = -e( -tI + Vo)= -evv6 + 2yo.

Assuming that the following impacts hold in the same step, such impacts are
obtained recursively, taking into account that the solution is y(t) = - (t-~d +

(5)
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Figure 2: The Poincaré map

Vk(t - tk) between two consecutive impacts and Vk is the velocity after the
k - th impacto Hence,

t - V + 1+e-2ek IV2 + 2yk - o l-e V o o

Vk = é (vo + V V5 + 2Yo)
(6)

Using this formula, a sufficient condition for sliding solutions is deduced.

Proposition 1 Let be (Yo,vo) E [1,+00) x IR. Then, the solution is sliding
at the first step if

-2e 2 (1 - e)2 (1 + e?
Yo < Vo- Vo+ .

- (1 + e)2 (1 + e)2u 2u2(1 - e)2
(7)

Proof. To obtain the previous inequality, we pass to the limit at the
expression for tk given by (6) and we impose that teo = limk-++eotk is less

than the period T = ~.

1+eV2 1Vo+ _1 Vo+ 2yo :S --e u
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And this is equivalent to

(
l+e

)
2

(
1

)
2

1 - e Jva + 2Ya ::; ;:- Va .

One can obtain (7) from this inequality after some algebra.
As a consequence of the previous proposition, it is possible to find a region

in the parameter space e - u without sliding solutions.

Corollary 1 1f
1-e

u>-
- 2V2e'

then there are not solutions of sliding type.

Proof. The boundary of the region defined by (7) is a parabola. The result
is proved by imposing that the value of this vertex is below the straight line
Ya = 1. By calculation, this vertex is

(1 - e)2*---
Va - 4eu

and
* (1-e)2

Y -a - 8eu2 .

The corollary follows from the condition y~ < 1.

Proposition 2 Let us suppose that the condition (7) is not verified. Then,
for a given initial condition (Ya,va), the impact number k is

k=E
[
lOge

(
va(1-e) + l+e

)]
.

2Jva + 2Ya 2

Proof. Let tk be the last impacto Then it must verify that tk ::;T < tk+l.
So using the formula for the impact time given in (6) we get

1 + e - 2é J 1 1 + e - 2é+l IVa+ 1 va + 2Ya::; - < Va+ Vva+ 2Ya-e u 1-e

Then
k va(1- e) 1 + e k+le < +-<e

- 2Jva + 2Ya 2
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and taking logarithms to base e one gets that k is the integer part of that
logarithm.

The argument above allows us to write down the explicit expression of
the Poincaré map.

Proposition 3 The Poincaré map is given by

P: [1,+00) x IR -+ [1,+00) x IR
(Yo,vo) -+ (YT, VT)

(8)

being
-(T - tk)2

YT = + vk(T - tk) + 12

vT=-(T-tk)+Vk

if the solution does not slide and tkJ Vk are defined by the last impacto On
the other hand, if there is an accumulation of impacts then YT = 1, VT = O.

To get a full description of the dynamics of a solution, we only need to
iterate the Poincaré map, verifying at each interval (jT, (j + 1)T) the sliding
condition (7). Besides its theoretical interest, this sliding condition will be
used as the stop criterion for the numerical scheme implemented in the next
section.

3 The fractal structure of the periodic sliding
solutions.

The simplest periodic sliding solutions are those of type (n,OOO).These so-
lutions jump n steps and then there is an accumulation of impacts, after
which the solution slides until the border and the motion is repeated. Such
solutions are characterized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 There are sliding solutions of type (n,OOO)if and only if the
following inequality holds

f(2u2) <
(
1+ e

)2.
2U2 - 1- e (9)
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The proof relies in an explicit study of an equivalent discrete dynamical
system, see [1] for details. In the parameter plane e - u, the inequalities (9)
describe some kind of tongues with decreasing area as a function of the jump
number n. We can speak about (n, OOO)-slidingtongues. It is easy to verify
that such tongues finish in the border of the exclusion region calculated in
Section 2, so in a certain sense our computations are sharp. Figure 3 shows
the structure of the (n, OOO)-slidingtongues.

(4, 000)

u

(3, 000)

(2, 000)

(1, 000)

o 1
e

Figure 3: The (n, OOO)-slidingtongues.

For periodic solutions with more complex associated word, similar explicit
arguments become unavailable, but a numerical scheme can be performed.
Such numerical scheme works as follows: after a discretization of the given

parameter region (we use afine grid of 500 x 350 points), we compute the
successive iterations of the Poincaré map in Section 2 starting with (Yo, va) =
(1, O). The sliding condition (7) is checked in each iteration, working as the
stop criterion. Finally, each point of the parameter plane where a sliding
solution appears is colored depending on the length of the associated word.
The result of this numerical scheme is shown in Figure 4. Note that the
black region coincides with figure 3.

In this graphic and in the following ones, the color indicate the length of
the word associated to the corresponding sliding solution. The autosimilarity
of this structure is clearly observed if the regions corresponding to consecutive
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Figure 4: The fractal pattern in the parameter plane e-u.

sliding tongues are enlarged (see Figure 5 a), b) and c)), where it is seen that
the same complex structure is repeated at smaller and smaller scales.

The fractal structure of this object is also remarked by enlarging other
regions as shown in Fig. 5 d) and e).

The fractal dimension of the perimeter can be numerically computed by
a standard box-counting algorithm on the Fig. 6 and 7. The obtained values
for the fractal dimension are 1.324 and 1.403 respectively. It is a remarkable
fact that these data obtained from the pictures fit the fractal dimension with
a correlation coefficient bigger than 0.99.
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(1) b)

d)

c)

e)

Figure 5: Blowup of a) [0,0.3] x [0.3,0.7], b) [0,0.2] x [0.7,1], e) [0,0.1] x
[1,1.22], el) [0,0.1] x [0.9,1] and e) [0.04,0.065] x [0.92,0.945].
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Figure 6: Border of the region [0,0.333] X [004,0.733] and the associated
box-counting computation.
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Figure 7: Border of the region [0.155,0.2138] X [0.6,0.658] and the associated
box-counting computation.
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4 Some bifurcation schemes.

The purpose of this section is to perform a bifurcation analysis for the model
under consideration. The strategy is to fix one of the relevant parameters e, u
and move the other one in a certain range. Then, a variety of bifurcation dia-
grams can be generated by depicting a significant magnitude of the solution,
like the relative height at the beginning of each step, which correspond to
the first component of the Poincaré map. As usual in a bifurcation analysis,
a high number of initial iterations are discarded in order to get valuable in-
formation about the asymptotic dynamics of the system. In our analysis, we
have drawn the first 200 iterations starting with the iteration number 2000,
but experiments with different values does not emit contradictory results.

We have chosen to fix e and move u in an adequate range, although sim-
ilar schemes arise with the opposite choice. When e is small, it is observed

a regular bifurcation diagram (see Fig. 8). New branches arise in a regular
fashion when the parameter u enters in a new (n, 000)-sliding tongue, corre-
sponding to grazing bifurcations, that is, specific values of u for which the
solution pass just grazing the edge of a step. Such kind of bifurcations are
also known as discontinuity-induced bifurcations and are common in different
classes of non-smooth dynamical systems like some types of electrical circuits

described by a piecewise linear system (see [2] and their references).

. u=J

y

u

Figure 8: Bifurcation diagram for e = 0.001.
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When the eoeffieient of restitution is higher, for instanee e = 0.1, an
autosimilar bifureation diagram arises by taking the range of u as a eross-
seetion of the fractal that eharaeterizes the existenee of sliding solutions.
This eomplex behavior at smaller and smaller seales is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Bifureation diagrams for e = 0.1.
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